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Abstract. Falls near the bottom of a flight of stairs have resulted from an illusion that the person was stepping off onto the 
bottom landing when the person was still two treads or more above the landing. The illusion is caused by poor lighting and 
design defects built into the stairway. The poor lighting may be attributed to a building code that allows inadequate lighting 
near the bottom of external stairs in private residences. The design defect of truncating handrails before they reach the bottom 
tread may be due to confusion between “guards” and “handrails” and this confusion also appears to be promulgated by build-
ing code.  
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1.  Introduction 

Falls during descent near the bottom of a stair-
way occur when a person mistakenly thinks the next-
to-bottom tread is actually the bottom landing. This 
“Bottom of Flight Illusion” is due to a lack of light-
ing at the bottom landing, or by design defects con-
sciously built into the stairway. 

There are several visual cues that inform a stair 
user that one is about to step off onto a bottom land-
ing:  

The landing itself is visible and distinguishable 
from the treads leading down to it;  

The handrail(s) extends at least to the bottom 
tread, and perhaps beyond; and  

There is sufficient illumination.  
When these conditions exist there should be no 

bottom of flight illusion. 
Some building codes allow stairs in private resi-

dences to be built to lower safety standards than 
those in the public sector. This disparity in safety 
between private and public domains has been the 
topic of recent extensive discussions where Pauls [9] 
has pointed out that more stair injuries are happening 
in private residences than on public stairs. The injury 
rate appears to be decreasing on public stairs while, 
at the same time, increasing on private stairs. One 
likely cause has been attributed to the "Top of Flight 
Flaw”. This occurs when the first tread below the top 

landing has a larger run (or going) than subsequent 
treads, inducing stair users to place their feet too far 
forward on the second or third runs. This can result in 
a misstep and potentially fatal fall [7,8]. But, to date, 
the bottom of flight illusion has received scant atten-
tion. 

Building code may actually contribute to the bot-
tom of flight illusion. One code-induced contribution 
would be the allowance of poor lighting near the bot-
tom of the flight in private residences. Another code-
induced contribution could be the confusion between 
“guards” and “handrails” that has resulted in builders 
truncating a handrail before the bottom tread. 

2.  Poor lighting 

Falls on stairs can occur when people are unable to 
adequately see where to place their feet. Carson et al. 
report that, where the lighting level was 2 foot can-
dles or lower, incidents on stairs were twice as com-
mon than where the lighting was 8 foot candles or 
more [2].  

Hamel et al. [4] found that under good lighting 
(i.e., 28 fc) both young adults (average age of 24) and 
old adults (average age of 74) could descend stairs 
without their shoes grazing the intermediate treads. 
But under poor lighting (3 lux, or 0.28 fc) the young-
er adults adapted by lifting their shoes higher, whe-
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reas the older adults did not so adapt. As a result the 
older adults had missteps when their feet grazed the 
intermediate steps. 

If the lighting does not adequately illuminate the 
lower section of a stairway a user may believe the 
foot is being placed onto the landing when it is ac-
tually being placed onto a tread above the land-
ing. This can lead to the foot being placed too far 
forward and then pivoting over the nosing of the bot-
tom tread. In addition to a serious trauma to the foot 
and ankle, a fall resulting in serious injuries to the 
upper extremities and head can occur.  

The illusion can also induce the stair user, step-
ping down onto the bottom tread, to believe there is 
another tread before the landing is reached. When the 
foot contacts the bottom landing it can cause the per-
son to stumble forward, and perhaps fall. 

Poor illumination near the bottom of stairs has 
resulted in serious falls but is allowed by the Interna-
tional Residential Code [6]. While treads and land-
ings throughout the stairway in a public setting must 
be illuminated with an intensity of 1 foot candle [5], 
for one- and two-family dwellings a luminaire is re-
quired only in the “immediate vicinity of the top 
landing” of an exterior stairway [6]. According to 
this Code the intermediate treads of exterior stair-
ways, as well as the bottom treads and landing, need 
not receive any specific amount of illumination, e.g. 
1 foot candle. 

2.1 Poor design Case 1 

An example of the design of the external stair-
case that was poorly illuminated and which was im-
plicated in a fall when a woman was descending the 
stairs is seen in Figure 1. She had her hand on the left 
handrail. The handrail on the right was of little use 
since it was too close (13 mm, 0.5 in) to the wall for 
her hand to follow. When she was near the bottom of 
the “pitch black” stairway she stepped off to her left 
onto what she thought was a lower landing (see Fig-
ure 2.) She fell and fractured an ankle.  

 

 
 
Fig. 1. A woman was descending this darkened stairway and 
stepped off to her left onto what she thought was the bottom land-
ing. 
 

 
 
Fig. 2. She was not aware the handrail on her left ended before the 
bottom landing. 

2.2 Poor design Case 2 

In this instance a 78-year-old woman had walked 
up the stairs of a model home that was on permanent 
display. When she was descending the lighting was 
adequate since there were several nearby windows 
and the sun was high in the sky.  
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Fig. 3. A relative took this photograph soon after the woman fell. 
The bottom tread resembles the bottom landing. (Photo used with 
permission. Date stamp is incorrect.) 

 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. The bottom tread, difficult to discriminate from the landing 
when a person is on the stairs, is obvious in profile. (Photo used 
with permission. Date stamp is incorrect.) 

 
As can be seen in Figure 3, from above the bottom 

tread was of the same appearance as the bottom land-
ing. All the other treads were carpeted and the han-
drail stopped two treads above the bottom landing. 
These cues apparently led her to believe that when 
she stepped onto the bottom tread she was stepping 
onto the bottom landing (see Figure 4). As she fell 
she grabbed for the handrail but it truncated a step 
above the bottom tread. She fractured her left prox-
imal femur. 
 

2.3 Poor design Case 3 

 In a similar incident a 51-year-old woman was 
descending a stairway she had never been on before. 
The lighting was subdued. Figure 5 shows what was 
visible to her as she approached the bottom landing.  

 

 
 
Fig. 5. As seen from above the stairs and the lower landing are 
quite apparent. The bottom tread is not conspicuous. (The photo-
grapher’s foot, however, is.) 
 

When she placed her foot on the wooden tread it 
pivoted and slid over the nosing. When her foot im-
pacted the lower landing it resulted in a Lizfranc 
fracture of her foot. Again, in profile, the bottom 
tread is obvious (see Figure 6). Further, the hard-to-
grasp handrail did not extend to the bottom nosing. 

Why builders would install a handrail that stopped 
short of the bottom tread was puzzling until a remark 
by the contractor in Case 1 was considered. 
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Fig. 6. In profile the bottom tread is obvious. Notice that the han-
drails stop short of the bottom nosing. 

3. Confusion between guard and handrail 
 

The contractor in Case 1 believed the code, 
which states no guard is needed if the open side of a 
stairway is 762 mm (30 in) or less above a floor, also 
means that no handrail is needed in that situation. 
That is an incorrect conclusion, but, as described 
below, it is an understandable mistake. It appears the 
builder had confused handrails for guards. 

 “Guards” and “handrails” have quite separate 
functions. Guards are to prevent people from falling 
from open-sided walking surfaces located more than 
762 mm (30 in) above the floor or grade [5]. On the 
other hand, handrails on stairways or ramps are pro-
vided for people to grasp to prevent a fall. Other 
functions of handrails are described in [1].  

There is a code requirement that handrails extend 
at least the full length of the stairway and, in some 
instances, must extend 305 mm (12 in) beyond the 
bottom and top risers [5]. However, there is also a 
code for residences that no guard is needed if the 
drop off is less than 762 mm (30 in) [6].  

The International Building Code (IBC) contri-
butes to the confusion when it states that, for certain 
residences, “where the top of the guard also serves as 
a handrail on the open sides of stairs, the top of the 
guard shall not be less than 864 mm (34 in) and not 
more than 965 mm (38 in) measured vertically from a 
line connecting the leading edges of the treads” [5]. 

Confusion is caused because the allowable 864 
mm to 965 mm (34 to 38 in) range for the guard is 
the same as the height range for handrails. Unfortu-
nately, in addition to confusing the guard – handrail 
distinction, it also results in guards that are much too 
low. 

Guards are to be 1067 mm (42 in) above the 
walking surface in order to prevent a 97.5th percentile 
male from falling over the guard [3]. These research-
ers determined that the 1067 mm (42 in) height is 
slightly above the calculated 1046 mm (41.2 in) high 
“centroid”, the center of gravity (CG) of the 97.5th 
percentile male. Should a person of that height, or 
shorter, fall against or inadvertently walk into the 
guard, most person’s CG would be below 1067 mm 
(42 in), and the guard would likely prevent the per-
son from toppling over the rail. 

The code-allowed 203 mm (34 in) 
guard/handrail would not prevent many from acci-
dently falling over the guard/handrail. Based on fig-
ures available in [3] the calculated 50th percentile 
centroids of males and females are 965 mm and 889 
mm (38 in and 35 in) respectively. Thus, a code-
allowed guard/handrail, with a height of only 864 
mm (34 in), would not provide adequate fall protec-
tion for more than half of the population. 

It is not clear why low guard/handrails in private 
residences are allowed by the IBC but simultaneously 
disallowed in public facilities. It appears likely that 
these practices are contributing to the increase in falls 
in residences pointed out by Pauls [9]. It may be that 
lawsuits against homeowners are much less likely 
than suits against the owners and builders of public 
facilities. 

The two egregious safety and code violations, 
poor illumination and truncated handrails on stairs in 
private residences, produce visual cues that have re-
sulted in injurious falls due to the bottom of flight 
illusion. In each case it appears that the code contri-
buted to an unsafe condition. This has implications 
for those writing codes, as well as for building in-
spectors who should perform the task of insuring a 
home is fit for safe occupation before issuing a per-
mit. 
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